The "Friendly Parent" Concept—Another Gender Biased Legacy From Richard Gardner
by Joan Zorza, Esq.

Richard Gardner's First Legacy: PAS

Many people doing child custody work know that Richard Gardner created Parent Alienation Syndrome ("PAS"), a theory without any scientific basis, that has never been peer reviewed, and that is not recognized by any professional association. Yet PAS has been used to deprive countless mothers of custody and force children to live with their usually abusive fathers since 1985 when Gardner created it. At least no state has codified PAS in its custody statutes, in part because it is so punitive—it calls not only for depriving custody to the parent who is deemed to be "alienating" the child from the other parent, but also for prohibiting visitation if the alienating behaviors continue. The child's continued desire to return to the "alienating parent" is seen as proof that the alienating behaviors are continuing.

But now that Gardner's image has been considerably tarnished—he brutally and repeatedly stabbed himself to death in the chest and neck, advocated that pedophilia and many other paraphilies are normal and unhararmful behavior, published virtually all of his own books, videos and cassettes at his own press
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“How Do You Know Your Batterer Program Works?”
by Dick Bathrick, M.A., L.M.F.T.*

During trainings, when Men Stopping Violence facilitators talk about community accountability as the key to ending male violence against women and girls, participants often shift the focus to the questions, "But what do you do in your groups, and how do you know whether they're effective?"

Swift and Consistent Community Responses Reduce Recidivism

These are not bad or spurious questions because it's important to assess the efficacy of Batters' Intervention Programs (BIPs). Ed Gondolf's comparative studies of the strengths and liabilities of batters' programs have been extremely illuminating. Among other things, they tell us that swift and consistent responses from the community reduce batterer recidivism. But to constantly focus on the practices and outcomes of the various BIP models may be leading us away from some more important strategies and solutions.

Community Accountability

Men Stopping Violence long ago shifted its focus to community-accountability work by integrating the concept into our intervention component, called the Men's Education Program, and by creating other initiatives that seek to engage male allies outside of the classroom. The reasons for that shift were inspired by a number of different things.

Projecting from a National Family Violence Survey and enrollment in BIPs in a major city, it's estimated that less than 2% of men who have pushed, shoved, slapped, or hit their partners—or done worse—end up in a BIP. So what are we doing with 98% of male batters—those who don't get anywhere near a batterers' class or group? And, for those men who do attend a class for two hours a week, for 24, 36, or 52 weeks, how many of them will internalize meaningful, lasting change?

For most of their lives (including the remaining 168 hours of the week when they're not in a BIP), these men are receiving and sending powerful messages about the importance of controlling others, particularly women. In the context of a culture whose messages about domination masculinity are as endemic as the air we breathe, what does it mean to focus our solutions on BIPs? One thing it means is that we are avoiding opportunities to change the misogynist culture that produces men who batter.

In the early 1980s, some of the leading advocates in the Battered Women's Movement questioned the purpose and efficacy of BIPs. Their questions were provocative and instructive. Those advocates questioned our strategies to change men's minds and behaviors, one man or one man's group at a time, instead of focusing our efforts on the culture that shapes the attitudes and beliefs of all men, whether they're in a batters' program or not. For instance, "when Mar-
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Although every state has made domestic violence ("DV") a factor that courts must consider in custody cases,\(^8\) and at least 24 have a presumption that batterers not be given custody,\(^9\) studies show that batterers still win custody in states with the FPC unless a statute clarifies that it does not apply when there is DV.\(^10\) The FPC is based on many of the same myths as PAS, namely that (1) DV is rare, not that serious, often mutual, raised by mothers for tactical gain, and ends following the divorce or custody case; and (2) incest is rare and raised by mothers for tactical gain.\(^11\)

**FPC Supported by Many Mental Health Professionals.** Most mental health professionals have been schooled in a family system dynamics theory that judges mothers far more harshly than fathers and perceives DV and other abuse problems as the fault of both parties, generally caused by a failure in their communication. These professionals are not trained to understand that DV, child abuse and incest are crimes, solely the

---

**Mental health providers support PAS, PA, and FPC because of their lack of real understanding or knowledge of DV, child abuse, and incest.**

fault of the perpetrator. Because these mental health providers are blind to the criminal nature of abuse and see it as a family dysfunction, both PAS and the FPC theories intuitively resonate with them.\(^12\) Only the recent debunking of PAS\(^13\) has made some of them abandon PAS, although most of them see the idea renamed without the "syndrome," as in, parental alienation (PA). Some have reformulated it as "estrangement," a concept that does, at least, ask if the estrangement is legitimate due to abuse. Unfortunately, many mental health providers are incompetent to perform an abuse analysis, so find the abuse not legitimate and conclude that the estrangement is caused because the mother is alienating the child from the father.

The FPC also has many of the same major problems as PAS, and these will be explored in the remainder of this article. Specifically, the FPC: (1) is punitive, particularly in cases where there is DV or incest; (2) is gender biased; (3) encourages abusers to accuse their part-

---
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do you prove you didn’t do something, or that the father misinterprets everything as being unfriendly? Many courts and mental health professionals refuse to admit what studies have found, namely, that most men withdraw from parenting after divorce, even when they are encouraged by their former partners to be more involved. Studies also show that mothers still do two-thirds of all child care, and that even when they do not have custody, they spend more time (and more meaningful time) with their children than do fathers. When visitation fails to happen, the court will likely blame the mother for the breakdown, leaving her and the child vulnerable while ignoring the father’s role in the breakdown.

As a result, rather than encouraging cooperation, which is its stated goal, FPC encourages abusers to be uncooperative and unfriendly, rewarding fathers or at least not penalizing them for any UFBA allegations, and blaming mothers for anything seen as going wrong.

FPC Chills Women From Raising Abuse Allegations. Faced with a system that believes the myths that abuse is rare, seldom serious, often mutual, stops after the parties divorce and is only raised by mothers for tactical gain, mothers are often chilled from raising allegations of DV, child abuse, or incest. The risk is just too great that her abuse allegations will be dismissed and turned into proof that she has acted in an unfriendly manner. Margaret Dore, quoting attorney Richard Ducote on both PAS and the FPC, notes that the greater the evidence of abuse the more fervently it is used as proof of a PAS diagnosis or UFBA finding against the mother, making these concepts “the criminal defense attorney’s dream.” (Besides testifying in many custody cases, Gardner also testified in many criminal incest and pedophilia cases on behalf of male defendants, although even he admitted that probably 95% of child sexual abuse allegations are true.)

FPC Empowers the Abuser. The FPC, like PAS, empowers the abuser and gives him more tools with which to harm the mother. He is far freer to escalate his abuse, using the threat of the FPC to silence her from complaining. He is more able to abuse the court process to drive her into emotional exhaustion and economic poverty. He is also likely to be able to get away with turning and using the children against her, disparaging her with others, and with many other behaviors that the FPC is meant to discourage.

In addition, by giving the father more tools to use against the mother, she is likely to become more angry, which ironically is likely to be used to further discredit her and enhance his credibility with the community and court system, including the judge, mediator, GAL, custody evaluator, police, neighbors, and even with her own family. Society judges mothers far more harshly than it does fathers, particularly for perceived failings in their role as parents.

Permits Retitigation of Settled Matters. The FPC not only prevents many of the mother’s legitimate complaints from being heard, but in those unusual instances when she actually gets a criminal conviction or finding of abuse against him, the FPC, like PAS, enables the father to re-litigate the matter; now reframing the allegations made in the prior case as proof of her UFBA.

The mother’s lawyer should always object to this tactic based on the legal principle of res judicata or issue preclusion, namely, that the issue was already judicially settled and courts may not re-litigate issues involving family disputes.

Courts also fail to settle cases in many ways, e.g., they continue cases without a finding, or dismiss the charges, or dismiss the case after the abuser has completed some type of pretrial treatment or intervention program. In many jurisdictions consent agreements between the parties are not treated as res judicata, although the full faith and credit mandate of the Violence Against Women Act may preempt such treatment. Attorneys representing abuse victims should object when prior findings, including those made on consent, are not treated as final judgments, and they should demand that courts make final judgments or explicit findings of abuse.

Impedes Healing. In chilling the raising of abuse allegations, and punishing those daring to raise them, the FPC impedes the healing of everyone in the family. It prevents the abuser from having to admit his abuse, the very first step needed by abusers to heal. Without naming the violence and holding the abuser accountable, particularly when it has further silenced her and empowered him, the FPC increases the victim’s feelings that she is disbelieved, disempowered, and unsupported, leaving her more vulnerable to not healing. It also prevents the children from healing, instead teaching...
them that abuse by men is rewarded and that women have no power in the system to protect themselves or their children. Ironically, the very goals that mental health providers profess for PAS, PA and the FPC (i.e., encouraging better relationships between the parents for the sake of the children) are sabotaged by these theories. Mental health providers support these theories because of their own lack of real understanding or knowledge of DV, child abuse and incest.25

Even worse, the same beliefs about family system dynamics that make mental health providers dismiss abuse (resulting in sending both parties to dangerous couples counseling and other mental health approaches that further impede healing), increase the power differential between the parties, and aggravate the situation.26 Yet the more the mental health providers aggravate the situation, the more it reinforces their belief in the correctness of their initial assessment, i.e., that the couple is dysfunctional and has a communication problem that requires yet more of the same inappropriate interventions. While this may appear to be good therapy for the abuser (who often feels better the more he is vindicated and supported), even he is not helped by it, and it is a disaster for the rest of the family.

Encourages Courts to Be Lazy and Gender Biased. The FPC encourages the entire family court system to not bother to ask why a mother may be acting in an unfriendly way or examine what is in the best interest of the child, but to instead look for UFBS. Once a judge has found that a custodial mother was acting in an unfriendly way, custody is generally automatically given to the father, ignoring the child’s best interests. So long as courts continue to use the FPC, PAS or PA (concepts with no scientific basis), they will remain gender biased against women.

The courts seldom realize that men’s allegations that their partners are being unfriendly, are themselves unfriendly allegations almost always raised for tactical advantage and to hurt mothers.

Not in the Child’s Best Interests. When courts and mental health professionals fail to ask why women are complaining, they fail to follow their own state’s laws—every state has custody laws requiring them to take DV into account in custody decisions.28 They also fail to protect victims of abuse as the law requires. In addition, when mothers are punished for losing custody, children are also punished by being taken away from the parent who is far more likely to nurture them and enable them to heal.29 Rather than encouraging cooperation and good parenting (its purported goals), the FPC practically guarantees that the worse parent will get custody, which is hardly in the best interest of the child.


Next Steps

In any case in which custody or visitation is or could be at stake, be prepared to object if PAS, PA or the FPC is raised, particularly when it is the mother who is accused of unfriendly behaviors. Use all of the applicable arguments raised in this article, or submit this article in support of your objection. Object whether the person raising unfriendly behaviors is the non-custodial parent (arguing that such allegations are also alienating, unfriendly behaviors, probably made solely for tactical gain) or a mediator, GAL, custody evaluator, parent coordinator or judge.

Already fathers’ rights activists are convincing legislatures to enact punitive and sometimes criminal provisions that punish mothers for “false” allegations of DV, child abuse, or incest, allegations that are often not investigated because most child protection agencies do not bother to investigate cases in court. These provisions must be challenged (hopefully before enactment) as blatantly gender biased. There are no similar statutes punishing fathers who lie in denying abuse, making false UFBS accusations, or misstating finances. Even after enactment, these types of statutes need to be challenged based on the part of the custody laws that say the rights of the parents are equal and, when a state has one, the state’s equal rights amendment.

Endnotes
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leadership within the law enforcement community in regard to implementing the new gun laws.

Authority to Confiscate Guns. With regard to the part of the Act allowing officers to confiscate guns used in a domestic violence incident, the law required both that officers have probable cause to believe that domestic violence had occurred and observe the firearm to be removed. The interviewees expressed uncertainty regarding police authority (e.g., what if the victim tells the officer that the batterer has a gun locked up where only he can access it?). Because of this lack of clarity, implementation was likely to vary a great deal from officer to officer and jurisdiction to jurisdiction. The researchers recommended either legislative amendment or an opinion from the state Attorney General, along with training, to clarify officers’ authority to take guns, and to achieve uniform implementation of the Act.

Additionally, departments lacked secure storage facilities for confiscated firearms, which raised concerns regarding liability. Officers also expressed lack of clarity with regard to returning confiscated guns to their owners. The researchers recommended that law enforcement agencies adopt policies requiring gun owners to show proof of ownership, and then conduct background checks to make sure the owners were eligible to possess guns. Some agencies also had a policy of interviewing the suspect and others to assess the risk of future domestic violence before they would return a gun.

Clarification Needed. The authors noted that the Act was lacking in important details, such as those noted above. The legislature needs to amend the Act to clarify how implementation will work, including directing law enforcement agencies to adopt written policies in this area. Frattaroli and Teret commented that the clearer the directives to law enforcement, the more likely it is that they will ensure implementation of the Act. The legislature also needs to provide funding in order to train law enforcement on implementation, and needs to monitor how implementation is going, holding leaders of law enforcement agencies accountable for any failures.

Another problem noted by the authors was that some of the implementers, including the police, did not see law enforcement’s removing guns as effective in significantly reducing the risk of death between intimate partners. Since police in Maryland have a great deal of discretion in removing guns, this belief can affect the results, i.e., they may choose not to do so. The authors called on domestic violence professionals to help create an environment where the implementers feel motivated to remove guns from batterers. These professionals, working with gun control advocates, need to monitor how the Act is working, and police and judges should support funding for domestic violence specialists to work with them on implementation challenges. Finally, researchers should incorporate implementation measures into their work.

The authors conclude, “If implementation goes awry, an evaluation of the law may conclude that the law is ineffective, when the law may have been well designed but was underfunded, mismanaged, or not enforced.”

Taking Guns From Batterers: Public Support and Policy Implications

by Susan B. Sorenson


The final piece in this special issue looked at the attitudes of members of the public toward removing guns from batterers in the absence of a restraining order or a misdemeanor conviction. Professor Sorenson introduced the article by noting the interrelationship between policies and public sentiment, with each influencing the other.

In order to explore this interrelationship, she formulated a series of questions in consultation with a panel of domestic violence experts. Notably, the
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